INFORMAL ELEGANCE:
Simple pleasures abound at Tewksbury’s
By Pond Farm. Brunch on the veranda begins
with lavender-infused lemonade, blue-and-white
plates, and a matelasse coverlet repurposed as
a tablecloth. Farm-fresh eggs are an unexpected
accent in a vase of just-cut hydrangea.
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At their comfortably chic country home in Tewksbury, interior designer Dan Ruhland and caterer
extraordinaire Larry Craig adeptly manage chicken coops, beehives, an organic vegetable garden and a
barnyard of “about 90” animals. For these two Renaissance men, it’s just a typical day on the farm.

GOOD EGGS:
Homeowners Larry Craig, left, and
Dan Ruhland are at home with a
menagerie of barnyard pets that
includes turkeys and chickens.
Organic eggs in a range of pastel
hues make their way into recipes
for fortunate guests.
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T
HEIRLOOM
TOMATO, GOAT
CHEESE AND
THYME FRITTATA
This delicious recipe keeps well in the
refrigerator for days—so you’ll be glad if
you end up with leftovers. Caterer Larry
Craig uses eggs from his chickens and
ducks, but any eggs will do.
Serves 6.

Ingredients:
4 large eggs
2 cups heavy cream
¾ cup freshly shredded asiago cheese
2 ½ ounces fresh parmesan cheese, grated
1 tablespoon chopped fresh thyme leaves,
no stems
1 tablespoon kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper
1 ½ pounds of heirloom tomatoes, sliced
1 cup goat cheese, crumbled

HEY FIRST MET AT A

MANHATTAN FOOD BANK IN 2006, AS THEY

were stuffi ng Thanksgiving baskets. Ever since, Larry Craig and
Dan Ruhland have meshed interests and talents—but their greatest
collaboration is transforming a 200-year-old farmhouse into an amazing
country retreat that remains a labor of love.
“We realize that this lifestyle isn’t for everybody,” says Craig. “Some
people think we live like pilgrims, but we aren’t roughing it by any means.
What we have here is beyond every creature comfort.”
In 2007, the Manhattan-based couple began scouring Bucks County for a
weekend place. Although they returned from Pennsylvania empty-handed,
they stumbled upon By Pond Farm in Hunterdon County, and were instantly
captivated by its huge red barn, serene pond and surrounding 10 acres of
possibilities.
Though some prospective homeowners might have been daunted by the
challenge, Ruhland and Craig were eager to infuse the very traditional—and
very vanilla—center hall Colonial with personality. Ruhland of Dan Ruhland
Designs (danruhlanddesigns.com), and Craig of Laurence Craig Catering
(laurencecraigcatering.com) had the energy to tackle the project.
“It just evolved,” says Craig. “We especially liked the outbuildings, the
barn and the pond because we knew we wanted animals. It defi nitely
needed a lot of work, but it seemed manageable.”
“Just walking through the house for the fi rst time, we visualized what
it could be like, and we knew we could simplify what was there and make

GARDEN VARIETY:
The rich soil of By Pond Farm
yields an abundance of fruit
and vegetables that caterer
Larry Craig translates into
stews, tarts and other tasty
dishes. Among this bumper
crop are speckled dragon
beans, green tomatillos,
Thai hot peppers and
round lemon cucumbers.

“We enjoy knowing
where our food comes from
and reconnecting with
the earth.”
—DAN RUHLAND

something great out of it,” adds Ruhland. Over the
last three years, the home has become a stylish
retreat that opens its wide doors to friends and family
all year ’round.
Party Central
Craig, who grew up in a subdivision in Old Bridge,
and Ruhland, who hails from a Wisconsin dairy farm,
entertain frequently, with a couple of big parties
annually for 100-plus friends and business associates.
In fact, they were so eager to stage their inaugural By
Pond Farm bash that it was hosted in the barn on a
blustery New Year's Day because the residence was
still being renovated. Not surprisingly, their second

This updated version of a perennial favorite is delicious as a cocktail or as traditional
lemonade without alcohol. For another twist, substitute gin for vodka and lime for lemon.

Ingredients:

LAVENDER
LEMONADE
COCKTAIL

2 cups sugar
6 stems fresh lavender
Juice of 6 lemons
1-½ ounces vodka
Water and ice
Make simple syrup: Place 2 cups of
sugar, 6 stems of fresh lavender with
flowers, and ½ cup of water on the
stove over a small flame. Heat until
all sugar is dissolved. Strain. Cool
thoroughly.
In a large pitcher, add freshly
squeezed juice of 6 lemons and 1 cup
of the simple syrup. Fill pitcher with
ice and water. Stir. Adjust to taste by
adding more lemon or syrup.
In a high-ball glass, place 1-½ oz.
of premium vodka and ice, fill with
lemonade and garnish with a lavender
sprig and a lemon wheel.

ANIMAL HOUSE
Larry Craig and Dan Ruhland tackle almost
any job around the farm—from daily feedings to administering annual vaccinations
to their 90 pets (as Craig holds the critters
and Ruhland navigates the needle).
Angora rabbit, llama and sheep wool
is sheared by specialists, and then some of
the fiber is colored with organic dye from
goldenrod and walnuts on the property, and

spun into fine yarn. Craig and Ruhland
took spinning, knitting and crocheting
classes, and their original designs are
evident all around their home—a plush
wool pillow and blanket, as well as an
assortment of socks, hats and scarves. Of
course, these guys know precisely which
fiber came from which animals. "Each of
our mammals has a name," says Craig.

At press time, By Pond Farm was
home to 2 llamas, 2 mini donkeys, 2 steers,
2 akbash dogs, 3 cats, 16 sheep,
4 turkeys, 4 geese, 2 swans, 30 chickens,
9 ducks, 5 angora rabbits, 3 Nigerian dwarf
goats, as well as transient ducks and
geese. Since several animals are about
to give birth, the homeowners admit that
their pet inventory is continually in flux.

Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Spray a
10-inch quiche pan liberally with cooking
spray.
In a large bowl, whisk together eggs and
cream until smoothly combined. Whisk
in grated parmesan and shredded asiago
cheeses, thyme, salt and pepper. Ladle the
batter into prepared pan. Lay sliced tomatoes evenly over the mixture. Sprinkle on
crumbled goat cheese.
Bake about 40 minutes, until the frittata is
set in the middle (it won’t jiggle when the
pan is shaken) and a toothpick comes out
clean.
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THE GREAT OUTDOORS:
An oversized porch and
balcony—with mahogany floors—
were added by the homeowners
to unite the original structure
with the additions. The house
was repainted in an engaging
palette of Benjamin Moore Aura
paints. “We experimented with
many colors and still have over
30 quarts of sample shades
in our basement,” says Ruhland.
(Below) A serene pond, from
which By Pond Farm derives
its name, offers a small dock
with a view of the residence.

have 30 quarts of homemade pasta sauce in our pantry,” says Ruhland. “We enjoy knowing where our food comes from and reconnecting with the earth.”
Now this energetic duo is building a second vegetable garden, 40-by-80
square feet, that will include about 125 varieties that will make their way into
Craig’s signature dishes.
Exotic Turkish orange eggplants and white-pearl cucumbers will add interest
to soups and salads, while 25-pound Chinese winter watermelons and Chinese
red beans (that grow as long as two feet) are just plain fun to grow.
“It will be a productive but pretty garden,“ says Ruhland, who decided to start
much of this year‘s crop from seed. Daily, he tends to the young seedlings that
reside on a high-tech grow cart in the pool house.
Ruhland and Craig always welcome the arrival of new seed catalogs. “We go
through the pages together and when we see unusual seeds for just three dollars
a pack, we get a little carried away,” says Craig. “Yeah, we don’t have a tremendous amount of restraint in that area,” Ruhland says.

“When we entertain,
there’s definitely
an abundance
of food and drink.
No one leaves
hungry.”
—LARRY CRAIG
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soiree was a huge “our house is done” party, 18 months later.
“We average one party a month, but they are usually smaller events for four
to eight,” says Craig. It seems that the farm offers all sorts of opportunities for
celebration. “And we might have a baby shower this spring for our two pregnant
llamas,” Ruhland chimes in.
The understated pool and grounds are perfect settings for warm-weather parties, while winter festivities move inside near a blazing fi replace.
“I have to be in the mood to cook. I don’t mind making dinner for up to 10
people, but if it’s any larger, my catering business will handle the event so that I
can enjoy our guests,” Craig says.
Maplewood-based Laurence Craig Catering organizes 300-plus parties a year
in the tri-state area—from dinners for 10 to galas for 2,000. One can’t help but
wonder whether some of Craig’s culinary skills have brushed off on Ruhland.
“I’m actually quite happy as the occasional sous chef,” admits Ruhland with
a wide smile. “I take charge in the kitchen only when the primary chef is not
in.” Their unpretentious yet refi ned kitchen, featured in the March 2011 issue of
House Beautiful magazine, boasts a generous 48-inch Wolf range with griddle,
two dishwashers and convenient Sub-Zero refrigerator drawers.
“Our parties are very laid back,” says Craig. “When we entertain, there’s defi nitely an abundance of food and drink. No one leaves hungry.”
“For parties, we also like to cut flowers from the yard—whatever is growing at
the time,” says Ruhland. “And we don’t own serious china and silver. We serve
on everyday stuff we like.”
Living Off the Land
There’s one more reason for rejoicing at By Pond Farm—to celebrate a new
vegetable crop. Last year, the homeowners hosted a “tomato party” that featured
Craig’s own recipes.
Ruhland and Craig offer up high-end hospitality with ripe fruits and vegetables from their organic garden. After learning how to can and preserve, they
now turn their crops into fruit jams, applesauce and tomatillo jelly. “We also
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Birds and Bees
The farmhouse’s marble kitchen countertop is a daily staging area for organic
chicken and duck eggs. Picture-perfect in shades of pale blue and brown, eggs
are individually hand stamped with the likeness of either a chicken or a duck,
then packaged in a cardboard carton in which the homeowners insert their individual business cards. “Our egg cartons have become our calling card for friends
and clients,” says Craig.
With an amazing yield of almost 150 chicken eggs a week, there are plenty
available for everyday cooking, but Craig prefers duck eggs for baking desserts
because they contain a larger yolk with higher fat content. While Craig mans
the kitchen, Ruhland maintains beehives several acres from the house (because
Craig has a strong aversion to the insects). Ruhland takes charge of the hives,
but Craig looks forward to incorporating the fresh honey into his summertime
recipes. Always up for a challenge, Ruhland also plans to try his hand at tapping
maple trees next fall.
Common Ground
Tending to the grounds of the 10-acre property is a job unto itself. When the
homeowners fi rst moved in, they consulted a landscape architect for some basic
ideas, but have improvised ever since.
“We got a list of plants, did an initial layout and, once we considered the property as a ‘composition,’ it was basically architecture with plants,” says Ruhland,
who has an architectural degree from the University of Wisconsin.
To complement the hundreds of flowers already on the property, the duo planted 3,000 daffodil bulbs last fall. Each week, a landscaper tidies up the grounds,
but the homeowners enjoy managing the acreage themselves. They also have
help once a week to clean stalls and maintain the barn.
“We work well together because I’m a big-picture person, good at pulling the
right people together,” says Craig. “But Dan will make sure it gets done. He’ll get
up on the roof, but I won’t climb a ladder. If I were still living on my own, I'd be in
an apartment in the city. Neither of us would ever have tackled this farm on our
own. It takes two.”
Everything is done with a nurturing hand at By Pond Farm. Even the fi ltered
well water is special. “We used to go through about a gazillion plastic water
bottles a year,” says Ruhland. “But then we went online and found glass jars with
lids, so I imprinted some inkjet labels with ’By Pond Farm’ and put one on each
jar." Now the branded vessels are fi lled and stored in one of the three fridges in
the kitchen and pantry area, and guests are no longer offered plastic bottles.
“Our entertaining and decorating style is really a conglomeration—a mix of
what we each enjoy,” says Craig. “We both have to like it.”
“We think differently and don’t always agree but, ultimately, we make it
work,” says Ruhland. P

BLUEBERRY
CREAM CHEESE
TART

For this sublime summertime treat, be sure to
use sweet blueberries—or substitute a medley of raspberries and blackberries.
Serves 6.

Ingredients:
2 large eggs
16 ounces cream
cheese at room
temperature
½ cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
½ teaspoon
orange zest

4 ounces butter,
melted
6 sheets phyllo
dough
2 cups fresh
berries
Mint for garnish
½ cup confectioner's sugar

Preheat the oven to 375 degrees. Spray
a 9-inch springform pan liberally with
cooking spray. Lay out 1 sheet of phyllo
and brush with melted butter. Top with
another sheet and lay into bottom of
springform pan. Fold the dough to create a 2-inch side around the bottom
of the pan. Repeat twice. You will now
have a phyllo shell 9 x 2 inches high.
Bake for 20 minutes or until very lightly
golden. Remove and cool.
In a large bowl, whisk eggs and cream
cheese until very smooth. Add the
sugar, vanilla and orange zest. Mix well.
Ladle the batter into baked crust.
Place 1-½ cups of berries evenly over
batter, reserving ½ cup for garnish.
Bake until set about 25-30 minutes.
Cool thoroughly in pan before releasing
from springform. Garnish with reserved
berries, powdered sugar and mint.
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